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ABSTRACT
Activity on social media is seen as a relevant sensor for different
aspects of the society. In a heavily digitized society, security vul-
nerabilities pose a significant threat that is publicly discussed on
social media. This study presents a comparison of user-generated
content related to security vulnerabilities on three digital platforms:
two social media conversation channels (Reddit and Twitter) and a
collaborative software development platform (GitHub). Our data
analysis shows that while more security vulnerabilities are dis-
cussed on Twitter, relevant conversations go viral earlier on Reddit.
We show that the two social media platforms can be used to accu-
rately predict activity on GitHub.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks→ Online social networks; • Theory of computa-
tion → Social networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The volume and variety of cyber attack strategies are continuously
growing. In 2018, the number of distributed denial of service attacks
increased by 500% and affected 75% of the health care industry [15].
According to [7], a hacker attack takes place every 39 seconds.

Cybersecurity attacks are partially enabled by the fact that many
applications nowadays share open-source libraries, and thus a vul-
nerability in one of these shared libraries can have wide-spread
impact. When an open-source vulnerability is discovered, security
experts tend to announce and publicly discuss it on a variety of plat-
forms, including forums, blogs, and social media [13, 24]. Sapienza
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et al. [21] discovered that attackers explore public information chan-
nels (such as security web blogs and social media) along with more
private discussion threads (such as email chains or the DarkWeb)
to discover security vulnerabilities and identify potential attack
targets. Thus, complementary information is publicly available on
multiple social platforms and such information describes software
vulnerabilities and ways to exploit them.

While different studies have quantified the mentions of software
vulnerabilities on individual platforms [16, 19], it is little understood
how this information is present on multiple social platforms. Do
some platforms post more information and faster than others or are
they equal contributors to public knowledge? Moreover, how does
the information related to software vulnerabilities affect the related
software development activities? The answer to such questions
may inform the design of security alert tools based on information
from multiple social media platforms.

This paper provides a quantitative analysis of software vulnera-
bility information on three different social media platforms to ad-
dress questions such as the ones listed above. We chose three social
media platforms for this study: Twitter, due to its ubiquity; Reddit,
due to its focused topic-based conversations structured around sub-
reddits; and GitHub, a popular collaborative open-source software
development platform. We analyzed the security vulnerability men-
tions in these three online data sources to answer the following
two research questions:What is the relationship between mentions
of security vulnerabilities as posted on Twitter, Reddit and GitHub?
(RQ1); and Can the software development activities in GitHub be
predicted from the discussions on Reddit and Twitter? (RQ2).

Our analysis shows that, while more vulnerabilities are men-
tioned on Twitter, more engaging conversations that mention se-
curity vulnerabilities take place on Reddit. Moreover, most of the
Reddit vulnerability conversations end before the time of its public
disclosure, while on Twitter information cascades tend to form
only after public disclosure. In addition, we developed a prediction
model that is able to accurately predict the patterns of popularity
and engagement level activities in GitHub using activity informa-
tion extracted from Reddit and Twitter.

2 RELATEDWORK
Software vulnerabilities and potential security attacks are com-
monly discussed on various social media platforms, such as Twitter,
security blogs, and even the dark web [13, 20, 21, 24]. Sauerwein
et al. [22] showed that security vulnerabilities are discussed on
Twitter even before they are officially announced. Syed et al. [24]
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characterized the software vulnerability tweet messages which
drive retweeting of these tweets.

Many studies looked at the potential of mining these sources of
data—tweets [11], blogs, and other online texts [1]—for automat-
ically discovering security threats [6, 23]. For example, Sapienza
et al. [20] developed tools to detect security threats by using dis-
cussions on Twitter and the dark web. Mittal et al. [13] analyzed
tweets to detect cybersecurity vulnerabilities and alert users. Nunes
et al. [16] used a combination of supervised and semi-supervised
machine learning approaches on data from sites in darknet and
deepnet to detect cybersecurity threats. Sabottke et al. [19] used
Twitter and other complementary data sources for exploit detection
using supervised machine learning techniques. Other studies [21]
used Twitter and other data sources, such as security related blogs
and the dark web, to implement a threat detection mechanism
which could distinguish between various classes of security viola-
tions, such as data breaches, malware, and DDoS attacks. Mulwad
et al. [14] proposed a framework for vulnerabilities, threat, or attack
detection by passing texts from the web through a SVM classifier
and verified the results using databases like Wikitology.

In this paper, we quantitatively compare the volume and the
timing of discussions related to security vulnerabilities on two
social media platforms, Twitter and Reddit. Moreover, we show that
information from these two social media platforms can be used to
predict the activity on various open source software repositories in
GitHub that relate to these vulnerabilities or are potentially affected
by them. Such predictions can have multiple practical applications:
for example, the popularity of a vulnerable software repository
(measured/predicted by GitHub Fork and Watch activities) tracks
the spread of underlying exploits.

3 DATASETS
For our investigations we used three types of datasets related to
software vulnerabilities and their mention in social media over a
period of 1.5 years. These datasets were privately released under
the DARPA SocialSim project for its December 2018 Challenge.

First, we selected the subset of software vulnerabilities described
by their CommonVulnerability Exposure (CVE) identifiers as recorded
in the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) between January 2015
and May 2018. Second, we filtered posts from two social media
platforms (Reddit and Twitter) made between March 2016 and Au-
gust 2017, and considered only those conversations that included at
least one mention of a vulnerability identifier (i.e., CVE) from our
NVD subset. Third, we selected a subset of software repositories
in GitHub that are related to the CVEs in our NVD dataset and
considered all user interactions with those repositories between
January and August 2017. These datasets are presented below. The
longer period for the NVD dataset allows us to analyze the timing
of conversations on Reddit and Twitter in comparison with the
official time of vulnerability disclosures, as recorded in NVD.

3.1 The National Vulnerability Database
Common Vulnerability Exposure (CVE) identifiers are standard
identifiers for security vulnerabilities, heavily used in related pub-
lic postings on the web [12]. The assignment of CVE identifiers

is usually done by a numbering authority (e.g., MITRE1) once a
vulnerability is discovered. The National Vulnerability Database
(NVD) serves as the standard body to accept CVE identifiers for
publicly declared security vulnerabilities.

The life-cycle of a software vulnerability, as presented in [2, 8],
is shown in Figure 1. The period between the first discovery and
the public disclosure of the vulnerability is defined as the Black Risk
Phase [22]. During this time, the vulnerability is known by a small
community, it can be discussed on public and private forums, and
its exploitation risk is the highest. The day of the public disclosure
is often referred to as Day 0. Once NVD accepts the vulnerability,
the Grey Risk Phase follows until the vulnerability is resolved with
an official patch release. Thus, the grey risk phase ends with the
availability of official countermeasures, while the white risk phase
covers the time needed for deploying the countermeasures (patch).

Attackers often start exploiting vulnerable software products
during the Black risk phase, and thus early awareness (i.e., before
the official disclosure time) is vital for protection. This is the reason
why we focus some of the analysis in this study on the timing of
actions before and after the official public disclosure.

The NVD fields available for our study are the published date
of the particular CVE identifier, the score (0-10) and the class (i.e.,
critical, high, medium, low) of attack severity according to Common
Vulnerability Scoring System v3.02.

Figure 1: The life-cycle of a vulnerability.

3.2 Social Media Datasets
Reddit is a popular website where users engage with a bulletin
board system by posting content, commenting on each other’s
posts, and voting messages up or down. Content is organized into
topic-specific subreddits. Users can post content, comment, or vote
once they are logged into their account. Users can also befriend each
other (similar to an online social network), in which case they get
updates on their friends’ actions on Reddit. Users can also subscribe
to subreddits to personalize what content they see. Many subreddits
are on technical topics, such as /r/linux, /r/security, /r/hacking, and
/r/sysadmin.

Twitter is a micro-blogging platform where users broadcast mes-
sages (i.e., tweets) publicly or share privately to their follower
network. Twitter allows tweets to be tagged with hashtags, and
users can post messages under one or multiple hashtags.

Data Processing. Our social media data from these two plat-
forms consists of all Reddit conversations and tweets between
March 2016 and August 2017 that include at least one CVE iden-
tifier from the NVD dataset described above. We used the regular
expression pattern of CVE-\d{4}-\d{4}\d* to match CVE IDs that
appeared in posts, comments and tweets.
1https://cve.mitre.org/cve/
2https://www.first.org/cvss/specification-document
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We included the complete conversation thread when a CVE
identifier appears in a post or a comment. We included all tweets,
retweets, and replies when a CVE identifier was found in the origi-
nal tweet. Table 1 presents the size of the social media dataset.

Table 1: Size of dataset. Activities represent posts (18%)
and comments (82%) in Reddit, tweets (76%), re-tweets (19%)
and replies (5%) in Twitter, and events (push, issue, pull-
request, watch, fork) in GitHub. Communities are repre-
sented by subreddits in Reddit, hashtags in Twitter, and soft-
ware repositories in GitHub.

Dataset Activities Users Communities
Reddit 170,486 65,059 384
Twitter 105,596 8,766 1,685
Github 7,240,398 567,925 13,837

In addition, we augmented these datasets as follows:

• Re-tweet cascades: We used publicly available code [17] to re-
construct the re-tweet cascades given a set of original tweets
in Twitter. This code implements the re-tweet construction
algorithm proposed in [25]. The algorithm uses the Twitter’s
follower graph to construct the retweet cascade. We used
the Twitter follower API to get the list of followers for all
users who appeared in our Twitter dataset.
• Sentiment analysis: We used multiple measures of sentiment
as follows. For sentiment scores (polarity and subjectivity),
we used VADER [10], a Python library of a natural language
toolkit. The polarity sentiment score reflects the level of con-
troversy in the text, while the subjectivity sentiment score
classifies the text by the subjective/objective opinion of the
author. For Reddit uncertainty analysis, we inferred the un-
certainty of a Reddit comment towards the subject in the
conversation based on a trained machine learned model pre-
sented in [26]. Note that this model is the best-performing
uncertainty detector in the literature with a reported F1-
score of 65.06% on standard benchmarks. For identifying
Twitter reaction types, we used the trained machine learned
model presented in [9]. Based on replies to tweets, we in-
ferred the type of reply as one of the following six types of
discourse: answer, elaboration, question, appreciation, neg-
ative reaction, agreement. From each tweet/reply message,
we extracted Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC)
features [9] to feed into the model.
• Bot detection: We used BotHunter [5] to detect bot accounts
in Twitter. We manually identified subreddits in Reddit that
are driven by a bot using the textual description that appears
in subreddits. For example, CVEWatch 3 is a bot-driven sub-
reddit that automatically posts new CVE description from
NVD. Because we are interested in the reaction to human-
curated messages, we eliminated bot-driven messages from
our datasets in many instances of our analysis.

3https://www.reddit.com/r/CVEWatch

3.3 GitHub Dataset
Github is an open-source software collaboration platform where
users contribute to Github repositories via code commits, pushes,
pull-requests, and raising issues. Users can also watch reposito-
ries to receive alerts on updates, and can fork (i.e., copy) public
repositories to make their own software modifications.

GitHub is home to over 100 million public repositories and 30 mil-
lion users. The dataset of GitHub events on the public repositories
is publicly available [3]. In this study we focus on a subset of repos-
itories that have one of the CVE identifiers from our NVD dataset
in the repository description or are the target of a user action that
includes a CVE identifier in the text description associated with the
action (such as a commit message, for example). We use the same
regular expression CVE-\d{4}-\d{4}\d* to match CVE identifiers
that appeared in Github event descriptions. We restricted the time
window for the event description selection to January 2017–August
2017. This interval has a significant overlap with both the NVD and
the social media dataset (47% and 3% overlap with CVE ids observed
in Twitter, and Reddit respectively), and is also manageable in size.
During this interval, over half a million users contributed to over
13 thousand software repositories via more than 7 million actions
(Table 1).

4 CVE MENTIONS ON PUBLIC
INFORMATION CHANNELS

Previous work [20] suggested that messages shared in public social
media channels can be used as early signals to detect security vul-
nerabilities. Syed et al. [24] found that such messages in Twitter
usually contain vulnerability alerts, advisory messages, patch infor-
mation, exploit details, and root-causes. In this study, we analyze
the reaction of social-media platforms after perceiving security vul-
nerability messages. We show how such information disseminates
across two social-media platforms, Reddit and Twitter, and present
the software development activities in related GitHub repositories.
These activities usually represent a collective response from the
public or security experts to flaws in software repositories. Our em-
pirical investigation shows how multiple social-media communities
respond to security vulnerabilities.

This section answers two questions related to (RQ1). First, how do
social media platforms compare in terms of these signals on security
vulnerabilities? Second, to what extent are named vulnerabilities
discussed on public channels before the official disclosure day? To
answer these questions, we compare the volume of discussions on
Reddit and Twitter before and after the public disclosure and we
analyze the GitHub activity with respect to CVE mentions.

4.1 Social Conversations
We first characterize social-media platforms based on the appear-
ance of CVE identifiers. We analyze the number of distinct CVE
identifiers that are discussed only on Twitter, only on Reddit and,
respectively, on both platforms. Out of 10,257 CVE IDs from our
social-media dataset, the vast majority (95%) are mentioned only
on Twitter. 0.5% CVE IDs are mentioned only on Reddit, with the
remaining 4.5% mentioned on both platforms.

The timing relative to the public disclosure is paramount for
describing early signals. There are 10,209 CVE identifiers discussed
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on Twitter, and 17% are mentioned before their public disclosure.
Within the same period, of the 460 CVE identifiers mentioned in
Reddit posts, 51% were mentioned before their public disclosure. Of
the 412 CVE identifiers that appeared on both platforms, 225 (54%)
were first discussed on Twitter, while the rest of 46% appeared on
Reddit before Twitter.

Figure 2 shows the daily volume of posts and tweets as related
to the Day 0 (public disclosure day). We discovered both Reddit
and Twitter have mentions of CVEs more than a year before their
public disclosure dates. As an example, mentions of CVE-2016-0898
occur on both platforms 456 days before its NVD public disclosure.
Another observation from Figure 2 is the peak in CVE mentions
during Day 0 on both platforms. This behavior is confirmed by a
previous study [22] on Twitter, where the same phenomenon was
noticed on data from a different period.
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Figure 2: The early time advantage to receive alerts on ap-
plication vulnerabilities in Reddit and Twitter. Bot-driven
messages were removed from both platforms.

Tables 2 and 3 present the number of discussions before the pub-
lic disclosure for the two platforms, classified by topics as suggested
by subreddits for Reddit and by hashtags for Twitter. Remarkably,
the majority of posts that refer to CVEs in Reddit happen before the
public disclosure, while the majority of tweets that include CVEs
are after the public disclosure.

Table 2: Top 10 subreddits by the total number of posts pub-
lished during 2016/03–2017/08 that mention CVEs. The pro-
portion of posts that mention CVEs before their public dis-
closure is presented in parentheses.

Subreddit Number of CVE Posts
Total Before public disclosure

CVEWatch 1,884 0 (0%)
netsec 304 174 (57%)

fulldisclosure 149 110 (74%)
phpAdvisories 117 35 (30%)

linux 89 71 (80%)
security 66 41 (62%)
hacking 59 32 (54%)

sysadmin 50 31 (62%)
InfoSecNews 33 8 (24%)

Android 25 14 (56%)

Table 3: Top 10 hashtags by the total number of tweets pub-
lished during 2016/03–2017/08 that mention CVEs. The pro-
portion of tweets that mention CVEs before their public dis-
closure is presented in parentheses.

Hashtag Number of CVE Tweets
Total Before public disclosure

#security 38,977 71 (0.1%)
#infosec 29,762 4,883 (16%)

#cybersecurity 26,681 8,610 (32%)
#cve 11,728 162 (1%)

#securityaffairs 2,298 1,051 (46%)
#vuln 2,026 492 (24%)

#0daytoday 1,525 328 (22%)
#linux 986 274 (28%)
#0day 856 503 (59%)

#exploit 656 398 (60%)

The next question we asked was how the severity of the secu-
rity vulnerabilities affects the timing of vulnerability mentions on
the two platforms. When looking at the volume of posts/tweets by
the severity of the CVE (as described in the National Vulnerability
Database), we observed that, independent of severity, mentions
of particular vulnerabilities are more likely to happen after their
public disclosure (Figure 3). This apparent contradiction of the ob-
servation from Tables 2 and 3 is due to the large volume of posts
in the CVEWatch subreddit. This subreddit is a bot-driven channel
that automatically posts new CVEs from the National Vulnerabil-
ity Database. When we remove the identifiable posts/tweets by
bots, we see a significant difference between the two platforms
(Figures 3b and 3d). While on Twitter the pattern of higher number
of CVE mentions after the public disclosure holds, in Reddit it ap-
pears that more CVE mentions happen before public disclosure. We
observe the same behavior in Figures 4a and 4b, which present the
distribution of CVE identifiers mentioned in the top 5 most popular
subreddits/hashtags, respectively.

How do CVE mentions spread over social-media platforms? An-
other way to look at the timing of discussions is to structurally ana-
lyze the information cascades that mention CVEs. Table 4 presents
the statistics of information cascades on the two platforms. We
consider three types of cascades based on the relative timing of the
start and end of a cascade. The cascades that start and end before
the public disclosure day are represented as Before (completed). That
is, the date of the last comment or retweet of a cascade that at any
point mentions a particular CVE is before the date when that CVE
was inserted into the NVD. Surprisingly, despite the much larger
volume of tweets compared to posts on Reddit, the proportion of
cascades completed before Day 0 is much larger in Reddit: 80% of
the discussions with the initial post before Day 0 end before Day 0.
In Twitter, only 0.5% of retweet cascades end before Day 0.

What types of sentiments fuel these discussions? Figure 5 presents
sentiment metrics related to the content of the cascades on both
platforms. Figure 5a shows that Reddit users are more certain than
uncertain both before and after the public disclosure date—a trait
common, perhaps, to web-mediated conversations. As Figure 5b
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Figure 3: The severity of application vulnerability as pub-
lished in Reddit posts and Tweets before and after the public
disclosure (NVD) of the vulnerability.
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Figure 4: The discussion of security vulnerabilities in Reddit
and Twitter communities is presented showing the number
of CVE identifiers discussed before and after the public dis-
closure (NVD).

shows, the amount of replies to tweets containing CVE mentions
is higher after the public disclosure and such replies are classified
by the tools we are using as “answers”. However, before public
disclosure, most replies were classified as “elaborations”.

4.2 Software Development Activities
During the same observation period of other social media chan-
nels (March 2016 to August 2017), there are 10,502 distinct CVE
identifiers that are included in the text descriptions attached to
GitHub events. As shown in Table 5, most CVE identifiers appear
in GitHub commit messages. Out of the distinct CVE identifiers
that appeared in the GitHub dataset, 40% are also on Twitter, while
only 3% appear on Reddit.

How does GitHub activity depend on the public disclosure of secu-
rity vulnerabilities? Figure 6 presents the number of GitHub events
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Figure 5: Reaction in Reddit and Twitter during and after
Black Risk phase. This only includes reaction towards posts/
tweets done by humans.

that refer to a CVE. While the majority of CVEs are mentioned in
only one GitHub event, some vulnerabilities are mentioned in many
GitHub actions. As an example, we highlight the pattern of GitHub
activity over time that mentions an issue in the Linux kernel (see
the zoom-in plot in Figure 6). The red dashed-line represents the
public disclosure of the issue in the NVD. Interestingly, the burst
of activity occurs eight months after the public disclosure of the
vulnerability. This might be due to a passive software development
life-cycle where developers do not address a vulnerability until a
major exploit. In this case, a massive exploit to the Android oper-
ating system based on this vulnerability (known as the Iovyroot
exploit) affected many Android mobile devices in early 2016. There
are 1,265 GitHub repositories that addressed this issue, where 2,911
users performed 3,098 software development activities in total.

Figure 6: The distribution of GitHub events associated with
CVE IDs. The insert presents the number of GitHub events
over time that are related to CVE-2015-1805, a vulnerability
in the Linux kernel.

How does GitHub activity correlate with the number of CVEs for the
most vulnerable repositories? We looked at the two repositories with
the largest number of distinct CVE identifiers mentioned during the
eight months of 2017, with 573 and, respectively, 349 CVEs. Figure 7
shows the activities that correlate best with the number of CVEs:
fork, watch and push.We calculated dynamic time warping (dtw) [4]
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Table 4: Properties of cascades in Reddit before and after public disclosure. For the cascade properties, we only consider posts
or tweets with at least one comment/retweet. We compare the properties of cascades started during the Black Risk phase but
completed before and after the public disclosure of the vulnerability.

Measurement Reddit - Black Risk Phase Twitter - Black Risk Phase
Before Before After Before Before After

(completed) (not completed) (completed) (not completed)
Number of cascades 122 30 187 7 1,479 5,541
Number of adoptions 2,581 1,334 4,181 20 5,504 19,537
Number of unique users 635 277 1,186 8 1,355 2,455
Cascade size (Mean/Max) 21/ 336 44/ 342 22/ 814 3/ 8 3/ 51 3/ 424
Cascade breadth by level (Mean/ Max) 10/ 21 12/ 30 20/ 73 1/ 1 2/ 34 2/ 106

Table 5: The distribution of distinct CVE identifiers as they
appeared in GitHub event texts during 2016/03—2017/08.

Event Type Entity #CVE IDs
Push commit message 8,181
Issue description 2,762

Pull-Request description 2,606
Issue-Comment comment 2,344
Pull-Request title 1,320

Release description 1,269
Issue title 557
Fork description 171
Create description 141

Commit-Comment comment 119
Pull-Request Review Comment comment 53

to measure trend similarity between two time-series: the monthly
time-series of events and the number of associated CVE identifiers.
As expected, the pattern of GitHub pushes shows a similar trend
with the number of CVE mentions. This is expected, since software
patches are contributed to the repository code through GitHub
pushes. However, it turns out that the time-series of fork and watch
activities, which are measures of popularity, are the next most
similar events with respect to the CVEmentions (dtw is 323 and 263).
This unexpected popularity in a vulnerable software repository may
be due to interest in learning about bug fixes, developing bug fixes
via development on a forked repository, or developing exploits to
the vulnerable software. This analysis suggests that only specific
types of GitHub activity seem to be influenced by the volume of
CVEs mentioned.

5 PREDICTING GITHUB ACTIVITY FROM
SOCIAL MEDIA

The question we aim to answer in this section is: Can Twitter and
Reddit CVE mentions help predict the actual activity on relevant
repositories on GitHub? (RQ2) This question is relevant for multiple
reasons. First, it closes the loop from discussions (on Twitter and
Reddit) to actions (on GitHub). To our knowledge, this is the first
such study related to software vulnerabilities that studies interre-
lated events on these three online platforms. Second, this study
acts as a proof-of-concept scenario, in which activity from two
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Figure 7: The time-series of GitHub events in 2017 for two
repositories found to have the most CVE identifiers associ-
ated with them in 2017. We also present the timeline of as-
sociated CVEs as they published in NVD (red dashline).

platforms can reveal the activity on a different platform on a related
topic. Third, it strengthens the case that diverse online platforms
are part of an ecosystem in which signals travel cross-platform. This
evidence stresses the need for cross-platform studies for various
research problems, such as information diffusion in online media.

5.1 Machine Learning Setup
We trained two machine-learning models to predict GitHub events.
A GitHub event consists of the type of action Ep (as listed in Ta-
ble 5), associated GitHub repository R, the identity of a user who
performed the actionU and the event time-stamp Th in hours.

We first we train a neural network to predict the total number
of GitHub events that occurred in a day. For this model, we only
used the activity-driven features from Reddit and Twitter. These
features include the daily count of posts, daily count of active authors,
daily count of active subreddits, and daily counts of comments on
Reddit; and daily count of tweets, daily count of tweeting users, daily
count of retweets, and daily count of retweeting users on Twitter.
During training and testing, the feature vector X1 contained these
8 features, and the target value Y1 contained the total number of
GitHub events for the respective day.

The second step is to distribute the prediction output of the first
machine learning model (i.e., total events in a day) across users and
repositories. For this task we trained a recurrent neural network for
each GitHub event type to predict the likelihood of a user action to
a given GitHub repository in a particular hour. The feature vector
X2 contained 24 values, where each value represents the likelihood
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Figure 8: GitHub Popularity: the distribution of a) Fork events and b) Watch events across GitHub repositories.

of user performing an action to a repository in a particular hour
of the day. The target vector Y2 is in a similar format of X2, but
describes the user-repository actions in the following 24 hours after
the last hour captured inX2. Once this model predicts the likelihood
of user actions in an hour, it multiplies with the prediction output
of first machine learning model (i.e., total events in a day) to derive
the events < Ep ,R,U ,Th >.

The first machine-learning model is a simple 2-layer fully con-
nected neural network with the layers of 100 and 10 hidden neurons.
The second model consists of a long short term memory (LSTM)
neural network of 10 hidden units. The model loss function was
mean absolute error and the optimizer was ADAM. Each model was
trained 100 epochs and parameters corresponding to the lowest
validation loss in these 100 epochs were chosen for the model. We
used GitHub data from January 2017 to May 2017 (five months) as
training data, the next two months as validation data, and the last
month (August) as test data.

5.2 Prediction Results
We predicted GitHub events across the days in August 2017 and
compared the predictions with ground-truth data. We only report
our results on two particular GitHub events, Fork and Watch, as
they measure the popularity of repositories. Intuitively, a repository
that contains a particular security vulnerability will be watched by
users interested in notifications about possible patches. Similarly,
users who are not contributors to that repository might want to
develop their own patches and thus fork (copy) that repository.

Figure 8a presents the distribution of Fork events across GitHub
repositories, and Figure 8b presents the distribution ofWatch events.
Both distributions of predicted events are close to the equivalent
ground truth distributions: the js divergence scores are 0.0029 and
0.0020, and the r2 scores are 0.6300 and 0.6067, respectively. The
Jensen-Shannon (js) divergence is a finite measure applicable to
finite random variables. It can be used to quantify how “distinguish-
able” the predicted distribution is from the ground truth distribution.
It ranges from 0, indistinguishable (our goal), to 1. The low js di-
vergence scores we obtained suggests that we got the distributions
of the number of Fork and Watch events very close to the ground
truth. The coefficient of determination (r2 metric) is a statistical
measure that ranges from 1, a perfect fit, to −∞ and quantifies the
goodness of fit of a model. In our case, the r2 metric (close to 1)
shows our predictions fit well the ground truth.

Figure 9: The growth of the most active GitHub repository
by the number of daily events occurring in 2017/08.

Figure 9 presents the timeseries of GitHub events on the most
active repository in August 2017. The figure shows the results of
long-term simulation: that is, unlike typical prediction tasks, the
daily predicted counts of events do not use the ground truth of the
previous day. Instead, the prediction of the next data point is based
on the predicted value of the previous day. The simulations follows
accurately the ground truth data for the first week. The distance
between simulated and ground truth data increases significantly
in the third and fourth week. These results show, on one hand,
the predictive power over two weeks, and on the other hand, the
limitations for longer intervals.

6 CONCLUSIONS
This paper compares the volume and timing of software vulnerabil-
ity mentions on three social platforms over a period of 18 months,
from March 2016 to August 2017. In addition, this work presents
machine-learning models that predict the patterns of popularity
and engagement level activities in GitHub using activity informa-
tion from Reddit and Twitter. The set of security vulnerabilities
considered was recorded officially in the National Vulnerability
Database between January 2015 and May 2018.

Our data analysis leads to the following observations. First, it
appears that the volume of security vulnerability mentions is signif-
icantly higher on Twitter than on Reddit. Moreover, of the vulnera-
bilities mentioned on both platforms, the ones on Twitter typically
appear slightly earlier. This suggests that Twitter is a better plat-
form to monitor for early vulnerability alerts.

Second, however, of the vulnerability mentions on Reddit, most
occur before public disclosure. Moreover, these early mentions gen-
erate viral and deeper information cascades than the early mentions
on Twitter do. In contrast, cascades on Twitter emerge only after
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the official public disclosure. This distinction is probably motivated
by the different use of the two platforms in this particular context.
While Twitter is a broadcast medium, Reddit is a discussion forum.
Consequently, broadcasting activities become energized by public
disclosures of vulnerabilities, while discussions on Reddit seem to
be driven by a professional community.

Third, the majority of GitHub activities in response to vulnerabil-
ities takes place (sometimes long) after the public disclosure. Yet the
signals from Reddit and Twitter are useful for accurately predicting
the overall volume of user activities on repositories likely affected
by security vulnerabilities. We stress that we do not suggest that
activity on Twitter or Reddit drive the activity on GitHub. Instead,
our study shows that the three platforms respond in some coordi-
nated way to the same external events, namely the identification of
software vulnerabilities.

The practical implications of this study are multiple. For example,
an early cyber-security alert tool could be developed that monitors
multiple social media channels and is calibrated to the specifics of
each such channel. Specifically, such a tool would be sensitive to
the fact that Twitter covers more vulnerabilities but Reddit sends
earlier signals. Another practical application is in designing tools for
knowledge collection: while the volume of tweets and retweets may
reflect the risk level of a vulnerability, the Twitter replies and Reddit
conversations may provide clues on mitigation approaches. Our
analysis revealed that comments in Reddit provide more certitude
both before and after the public release of software vulnerabilities.
Similarly, Twitter reply messages, while late in the vulnerability
life cycle, often consist of answers.

Another practical application of this work is related to predicting
the GitHub activity using the Twitter and Reddit signals. Accord-
ing to [18], 73% of software vulnerabilities targeted by Advanced
Persistent Threat groups have available public exploits hosted on
GitHub. Thus, predicting the activity on GitHub can be useful as
a monitoring tool to identify unusual behavior such as increased
activity on particular GitHub repositories or a DoS attack. Another
use scenario could be creating a realistic trace of activity to replace
missing real workloads.

Future work directions include the study of the evolution of
CVE-specific actions across the three platforms. Specifically, we
would like to understand whether signals from one platform affect
the activity on other platforms, as it has been shown in different
contexts [27]. This would enable us to track the evolution of a
cyber-threat and develop better mitigation strategies. Also, we plan
to extend our analysis to other types of social media content (e.g.,
multi-media content) related to security vulnerabilities.
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